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PERSONAL FINANCIAL SPECIALIST ACCREDITATION PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The AICPA has established an accreditation designation program for CPAs who specialize in personal 
financial planning (PFP). The PFS accreditation is granted exclusively to CPAs with considerable PFP 
experience who want to demonstrate their knowledge, skill and experience by earning the credential. It is 
the first accreditation established by the AICPA and is administered by the PFP Division.
This handbook provides information on the Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) designation program, and 
on registering for and taking the examination.
THE NEED FOR SPECIALIZATION
A number o f  factors have generated a need for specialization in the accounting profession, including a 
rapidly changing business environment, advancements in computer technology, increasingly complex 
accounting and auditing standards, new tax laws and government regulations, and increased public 
expectations. Although CPAs already specialize in various areas o f  accounting, auditing, taxation, and 
consulting services, it is important to evaluate and accredit members who practice as specialists in the 
functional fields o f  public accounting.
W hy the PFS Designation
There are several reasons why it is important for CPAs who provide PFP services to consider obtaining the 
PFS designation. These include —
•  Protecting the public by assuring the competency o f PFP service providers.
•  Improving PFP skills and expertise, resulting in increased professional competency.
•  Enhancing the image o f CPAs as competent, trustworthy financial advisers.
•  Keeping up-to-date in a profession currently experiencing information overload.
•  Facilitating client referrals among practitioners.
•  Creating the opportunity for smaller firms to become more competitive in specialty areas o f  practice.
•  Encouraging closer ties within the profession as members with similar interests are brought together.
•  Improving communication between the accounting profession and the public.
•  Developing uniform standards to be used in evaluating claimed expertise.
Benefits o f Having the PFS Designation
The PFS designation distinguishes CPAs who specialize in PFP. The addition o f the PFS credential displays 
a  higher level o f skills and knowledge, enhancing your marketing efforts. To support your efforts, you 
receive a number o f benefits, described below:
Exclusive PFS List. Your name and telephone number is included in a geographic listing supplied to 
potential clients who call the AICPA for the names o f CPA financial planners. National publicity o f the PFS 
designation results in daily requests from all across the country. This list is also accessible on CompuServe’s 
Accountants' Forum.
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Practice Building Benefits. You have the opportunity to develop technical skills with the following:
•  A complimentary subscription to Planner, the bimonthly newsletter highlighting relevant PFP issues, 
trends and developments.
•  Discounted registration to the annual PFP Technical Conference where you can attend advanced 
CPE courses and network with leaders in financial planning.
•  Opportunities to enhance marketing and selling skills, including special sessions at the annual PFP 
Technical Conference.
Prom otional M aterials. Once you obtain the PFS designation, you receive marketing support, such as:
•  A marketing and media kit, including specific tangible tools to help you attract clients. The kit 
includes camera ready advertisements, a radio script, yellow page advertisements, a speech and a 
press release, sample client letters, and advice on using the media to promote your practice.
•  A unique, high impact logo developed for the exclusive use o f PFS practitioners.
•  A six-page brochure explaining to clients the value o f the PFS designation. You can imprint your 
firm’s name on the back panel. The first 25 copies are free.
•  A distinctive certificate and pin to identify you as a CPA-PFS.
Public Awareness Program . The AICPA's ongoing media relations campaign heightens the awareness o f 
PFS among consumers, the financial community, and the press. The designation has been featured in such 
publications as The Wall Street Journal, Fortune, Inc., and Kiplinger’s  Personal Finance Magazine, and in 
regional newspapers through syndication.
Special Recognition a t the P F P  Technical Conference. You can network at a special event during the 
annual AICPA PFP Technical Conference. In addition, the three top scorers for each PFS exam are honored 
at the conference luncheon.
INITIAL ACCREDITATION REQUIREMENTS
To qualify for the PFS designation, you must—
1. Be a member in good standing o f  the AICPA.
2. Hold a valid and unrevoked CPA certificate issued by a legally constituted state authority.
3. Have at least 250 hours o f  experience per year in personal financial planning activities for the three 
years immediately preceding the application. This experience must include --
•  Personal financial planning process
•  Personal income-tax planning
•  Risk-management planning
•  Investment planning
•  Retirement planning
•  Estate planning
4. Agree to comply with all the requirements for reaccreditation.
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5. Pass the PFS Examination.
6. Submit six references to substantiate working experience in personal financial planning.
The first four requirements must be met at the time you register to sit for the examination. References are 
required only after you have been notified o f successful completion o f  the examination. You then have six 
months to submit these references, after which time your examination score will be invalidated. You will 
then have to retake and pass the examination to become accredited as a  Personal Financial Specialist
THE PFP EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT: WHAT COUNTS?
PFS candidates m ust have at least 250 hours o f experience in PFP activities in each o f  the three years 
preceding the initial application. Candidates for reaccreditation must have at least 750 hours o f PFP 
experience over the three years preceding their reaccreditation. The following summary, which highlights 
some o f  the PFP services provided by CPA financial planners, provides examples o f  activities that may 
qualify as PFP experience.
•  Personal financial planning process
Helping clients to establish their financial goals; identifying the constraints within which these goals 
might be achieved (personal circumstances and preferences, financial considerations, etc.); 
organizing and analyzing data; reviewing income and spending patterns and developing cash flow 
management and budgeting recommendations; performing time value o f  money calculations for 
decisions such as refinancing a home or buying versus leasing a vehicle.
•  Personal income tax planning
Advising clients regarding the federal and state income tax consequences o f  their financial 
decisions, including matters such as timing income and deductions; making charitable 
contributions; utilizing net operating losses, capital losses, or passive activity losses; establishing 
and maintaining employee fringe benefit plans; taking retirement plan distributions; and 
bankruptcy. Helping clients split income among family members through the use o f family 
partnerships, employment arrangements, gifts and trusts, installment sales, etc. Advising clients 
on the issues related to personal decisions such as marriage or divorce (property settlements, 
retirement plan asset division, alimony and child support).
•  Risk management planning
Analyzing clients' exposure to risk and reviewing with them methods for managing risk; reviewing 
the adequacy o f existing insurance coverage or self-insurance funds; advising clients on various 
types o f life insurance and its uses (education funding, charitable giving, buy-sell funding, etc.); 
helping clients to minimize their financial risks from disability, illness, property damage, and 
personal and professional liability; planning for long term health care for clients and their families; 
reviewing proposed policies to ensure clients' needs are satisfied; reviewing with clients the income 
and estate tax aspects o f  their insurance coverage.
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•  Investment planning
Reviewing with clients their investment preferences and risk tolerance and helping them to develop 
investment strategies based on these considerations and their goals; discussing available investment 
options with clients; monitoring the performance o f  invested assets; developing asset allocation 
recommendations; recommending investments or helping clients build portfolios (consider 
registration requirements); managing client assets.
•  Retirem ent planning
Helping clients develop or refine retirement planning goals (timing, relocation, second careers or 
other activities, etc.); determining cash requirements to realize those goals; calculating savings 
needed to  meet retirement cash requirements and analyzing available retirement plans; reviewing 
with clients the limits on and tax consequences o f  contributions to or distributions from retirement 
plans; helping to establish retirement plans; planning for retirement plan withdrawals; assisting 
clients to  maximize their social security benefits; planning for-the post-retirement succession o f  a  
closely held business.
•  Estate planning
Helping clients develop or refine their financial and personal estate planning goals; estimating 
liabilities for federal estate tax, state death taxes and other obligations and determining cash needs 
at death; developing recommendations to meet the financial obligations o f death; reviewing with 
clients the tax and probate considerations o f various forms o f property ownership and making 
recommendations on the titling o f assets; developing strategies for minimizing estate and death 
taxes and achieving the client's other estate planning goals; recommending or reviewing various 
instruments (wills, powers o f attorney, trusts, etc.) for use in achieving goals; planning for the post­
mortem succession o f a closely held business (buy-sell agreements, estate freeze techniques, 
valuation issues, etc.).
Although you m ust have some experience in each o f these planning areas, there is no specific or minimum 
amount o f time required for any one area. Experience may consist o f oral or written advice and segmented 
or comprehensive planning.
THE PFS EXAMINATION
Examination Sites and Dates
The PFS examination is offered semiannually, typically on the first or second Friday in June and November, 
at over 250 sites nationwide. Exact site locations are provided upon acceptance o f your registration. The 
following exam dates and registration deadlines have been established for 1996 and 1997:
Exam Date
November 8, 1996 
June 20, 1997 
November 7, 1997
Registration Deadline
October 11, 1996 
May 23,1997 
October 10,1997
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Examination Content
The PFS examination tests a comprehensive range o f PFP topics. The subject matter is summarized in the 
PFS Examination Content Specification Outline included in exhibit A. The examination is prepared under 
tight security by the AICPA PFS Exam Subcommittee, the members o f which review the questions for 
technical accuracy, relevance to practice as a  PFS, compliance with the PFS Examination Content 
Specification Outline, and appropriate range and level o f skills and knowledge needed to practice as a PFS. 
The PFS Examination is a nondisclosed examination; the answers to the examination are not published. 
The following paragraphs describe the types o f questions encountered on a PFS exam.
M ultip le  Choice Questions. A multiple-choice question consists o f a stem that includes factual data, or 
describes a situation, and four options —  the answer and three incorrect choices. The following illustrates 
a  multiple-choice question:
Which o f  the following areas included in the PFS Examination is weighted at 20 percent?
■  a. Personal financial planning process
□  b. Personal income-tax planning
□  c. Risk-management planning
□  d. Investment planning
You are not penalized for incorrect responses on multiple-choice questions. Therefore, you are likely to get 
a  higher score if  you answer all questions, even if  you are uncertain o f  the answer.
O bjective-Form at O ther-Than-M ultiple-C hoice Questions. The objective-format other-than-multiple- 
choice questions present a factual setting to which you apply your knowledge o f  planning techniques. The 
answers to the questions, however, are in objective formats. An answer may be selected once, more than 
once, or not at all. The following illustrates one o f  the formats that will be used:
First Computer Screen (Left)
The PFS Content Specification specifies 
the scope of the examination and the 
weight that each of the following areas 
will be given. For each of the following 
areas, you are to select the weight given 
to that area.
A weight may be selected once, more 
than once, or not at all.
First Computer Screen (Right) 
Professional Responsibilities
Weight:
■  A. 5%
□  B. 10%
□  C. 15%
□  D. 20%
□  E. 25%
□  F. 30%
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Second Com puter Screen (Left)
The PFS Content Specification specifies 
the scope o f the examination and the 
weight that each of the following areas 
will be given. For each of the following 
areas, you are to select the weight given 
to that area.
A weight may be selected once, more 
than once, or not at all.
First C om puter Screen (Right)
Personal Financial Planning Process
Weight:
□  A. 5%
□  B. 10%
□  C. 15%
■  D. 20%
□  E. 25%
□  F. 30%
T hird  C om puter Screen (Left)
The PFS Content Specification specifies 
the scope o f the examination and the 
weight that each of the following areas 
will be given. For each of the following 
areas, you are to select the weight given 
to that area.
A weight may be selected once, more 
than once, or not at all.
Third Com puter Screen (Right) 
Personal Income Tax P lan n in g  Process 
Weight:
□  A. 5%
□  B. 10%
■  C. 15%
□  D. 20%
□  E. 25%
□  F. 30%
Case S tudy  Q uestion. The case study presents a factual setting to  which you are asked to apply your 
knowledge o f  planning techniques to a series o f questions. You will be expected to  exercise professional 
judgment while exploring alternatives, which includes identifying the significant planning issues, assisting 
in setting goals, discussing alternative courses o f action, and developing a plan o f  action.
To familiarize yourself with the general style o f PFS examination questions, exhibit B features illustrative 
examples o f  multiple-choice questions, objective-format other-than-multiple-choice questions, and a case 
study question.
Examination Format
The PFS Examination is computer-based and consists o f two separate parts:
•  Part I is scheduled for three hours and consists o f four option multiple choice questions (50 percent 
o f  grade)
•  Part II is scheduled for three hours and consists o f objective-format other than multiple-choice, 
questions (25 percent o f grade) and a planning case study (25 percent o f  grade)
Before starting Part I, you will be presented with a short, self-paced tutorial to help you learn how to use the 
computer for testing. After beginning the Part I testing session, you may review any question in Part I at any 
time until you exit Part I or time has expired. After that time, you cannot go back and review those questions 
again.
There is a mandatory one hour lunch break between Part I and Part II. When you return from the break, the 
test center administrator will provide you with a printed copy o f  the planning case study. You will then be
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presented with a second tutorial to learn how to answer the case study questions on the computer. After you 
have had time to practice, you may choose to answer these questions either on the computer or on paper. I f  
you choose to answer on paper, the administrator will provide an essay booklet. Once you decide how to 
compose your answers —  on the computer or on paper —  you cannot change your mind during the test.
After you have made your selection, you will begin Part II o f the examination. The objective-format other- 
than-multiple-choice questions are presented first, followed by the planning case study. The planning case 
study will be presented on computer and in printed form. The questions to the planning case will be 
presented only on the computer. Even if  you chose to answer your questions on paper, you must still use the 
computer to view the questions. You may review any o f the objective-format other-than-multiple-choice 
questions or the planning case questions at any time during Part II. Once you exit Part II, or time has expired, 
you cannot go back and review those questions again.
A clock will display time remaining in the upper left-hand comer o f the computer screen. I f  at any time 
during the examination you encounter a problem with your computer, need more scratch paper, or need any 
other assistance, notify the administrator immediately by raising your hand
There is no penalty for incorrect answers; therefore, it is to your advantage to attempt all questions even if  
you are uncertain o f  the answer.
Preparing for the PFS Examination
As you start to prepare for the PFS examination, review the PFS Examination Content Specification Outline 
(exhibit A). The outline specifies the scope o f  the examination and the weight that each area will be given. 
Once you identify areas requiring additional study, you can prepare through self-directed readings or by 
completing a  program specifically designed to prepare candidates for the PFS exam.
The key to passing the examination is your broad working experience in financial planning. For that reason, 
the 750-hour experience requirement is a prerequisite to sitting for the examination. It is through experience 
that candidates apply their knowledge, as well as gain new knowledge about personal financial planning. 
Candidates may need to study those planning areas in which they have less experience. Past PFS candidates 
who passed the examination used the content specification outline to become familiar with the topics that 
the examination covered and to identify the areas o f weakness that need further study.
You m ust individually determine the level o f  preparation necessary to successfully complete the 
examination. The following are examples o f  reference materials used:
•  The AICPA’s PFP Practice Handbook and PFP Library Series
•  Practitioners Publishing Company’s Guide to Personal Financial Planning
•  Bureau o f  National Affairs’ Tax Management Financial Planning
•  Commerce Clearing House's Financial and Estate Planning
•  Materials used in the AICPA Certificate o f Educational Achievement Personal Financial Planning 
Process Program (CEA PFPP)
•  National Underwriter’s Tools and Techniques o f Financial Planning and The Tools and Techniques 
o f  Estate Planning
•  The American College’s Financial Services Professional's Guide to the State o f  the Art
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Professional journals and newsletters, including the AICPA's bi-monthly newsletter Planner, are also good 
sources for techniques that financial planners are currently using to service their clients. New publications 
are produced frequently and should be considered when available.
T ra in ing  P rogram s. The following courses o f  study may help to prepare candidates for the PFS 
examination:
•  LI NC Society o f CPA Financial P lanners PFS Review Cou rse. This course is typically offered 
on the weekend preceding each PFS exam. For information contact Lorraine Webb at 615-242- 
7351.
•  PFS Review Self Study Course. For information contact Terry Stock at 713-486-9688.
•  AICPA Personal Financial Planning Certificate o f  E ducational A chievem ent The PFPP CEA 
program is neither a prerequisite nor intended as a  preparatory course o f  study for the PFS 
examination, but does cover many o f the exam topics. For more information call the AICPA 
Professional Development Support Services at 201-938-3529.
Exam ination R egistration Procedures
The PFS application and examination process is administered by The Chauncey Group International, a 
subsidiary o f  Educational Testing Services (ETS). CPAs who are AICPA members and meet the PFP 
experience requirements can register for the examination and become a PFS candidate by calling the Sylvan 
National Testing Service Group at 1-800-864-8080. Registration is available only through th is telephone 
num ber; th ere  is no application to  complete.
W hen you call to register for the PFS examination, you must provide the Sylvan representative with the 
following information:
•  Name and address
•  Home and office telephone numbers
•  Social Security Number
•  Date o f  birth
•  AICPA membership number
•  Visa or MasterCard number and expiration date (The examination fee is $300. Only Visa and 
MasterCard are accepted for payment).
The Sylvan representative will confirm the choice o f an exam site. You may choose from more than 250 
national testing centers. At the examination, you will sign a statement o f  intent to comply with all PFS 
reaccreditation requirements.
P ay m en t Payment is by Visa or MasterCard only. Your credit card account will be charged on the day o f  
the examination. Your credit card statement will be the only receipt furnished as proof o f payment. Please 
note that if  you fail to arrive for your appointment or cancel without giving the required notice, your credit 
card will be charged for the full amount o f the examination fee.
A ppointm ent Cancellations. You may cancel your appointment up to 48 hours before the exam day by 
calling the Sylvan National Registration Center at 1-800-864-8080. Do not call the test site to cancel your 
appointm ent. I f  you fail to arrive for your appointment or cancel without giving the required notice, you 
will forfeit the examination fee.
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R eporting to  the  Test Center. You should arrive at the test center at least 30 minutes before the scheduled 
appointment to allow time for check-in. When you arrive at the test center, report to the center administrator. 
W aiting areas at the test center are small. Friends and relatives who accompany you to the test center will 
not be permitted to wait in the test center or contact you while you are taking the examination.
Personal Identification. You must present two forms o f  identification. Both pieces o f identification must 
be signed and one must bear your recent photograph. At least one o f  your forms o f  identification must be 
from the list o f  primary forms o f identification. You should keep your two forms o f  identification with you 
at all times. You will not be admitted to the examination and you will forfeit your examination fee if  you fail 
to present proper identification.
The following are examples o f  acceptable forms o f  p rim ary  identification (must include both your 
signature and photograph) are:
•  Driver's license
•  Employee ID card
•  State/province ID card
•  Passport
•  You may also affix a recent photo o f  yourself on a blank piece o f  paper. You must sign the paper 
and have it notarized, with the notary seal overlapping the photo.
Examples o f  acceptable forms o f secondary identification (that must include your signature) are:
•  M ilitary identification card
•  Citizenship card
•  Driver’s license without a photo
•  U.S. Social Security card
•  Canadian Social Insurance card
•  Valid credit card with signature
•  Bank automated teller machine (ATM) card
Exam ination Security. The following are additional security measures that will be taken at the test center:
•  You will be required to sign the center log sheet each time you enter and leave the testing area.
•  You will be required to read and sign the following:
• Statement o f  Intent, declaring your intention to comply with the triennial PFS reaccreditation 
requirements. A sample o f  the Statement o f  Intent is included in section D o f exhibit D.
• PFS Confidentiality Statement, by which you agree not to disclose the contents o f  the PFS 
examination.
•  Your will be photographed as part o f the check-in procedure.
•  You will be observed at all times while taking the examination. This observation may include direct 
observation by test center staff, as well as video and audio recording o f your examination session.
AICPA Personal Financial Specialist Candidates’ Handbook
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B reaks. A mandatory one hour break is scheduled between Part I and Part II. I f  you must leave the room 
during the examination, raise your hand to notify the administrator. Timing will not stop during such 
unscheduled breaks. You will be required to show the administrator your identification to be readmitted to 
the testing room.
Personal Item s/Reference M ateria ls. You will be required to leave your personal belongings outside the 
testing room. Most test centers provide small lockers for storage o f  personal possessions. Do not bring 
attaches or brief cases into the center as they may not fit into the storage lockers. You may not bring books 
or papers o f any kind into the examination room. Scratch paper and pencils are provided by the test center. 
Rulers, slide rules, and calculators are prohibited. An on-line calculator is included in the computer software. 
You may not eat, drink, or use tobacco during the examination.
M isconduct. I f  you engage in misconduct and fail to heed the administrator’s warning to discontinue the 
offensive behavior, you m ay be dismissed from the test center. Misconduct includes:
•  Giving or receiving assistance o f any kind
•  Using any prohibited aids
•  Attempting to take the examination for someone else
•  Failing to follow testing regulations or the instructions o f  the test administrator
•  Creating a disturbance o f  any kind
•  Removing or attempting to  remove examination questions and/or responses (in any format) or notes 
about the examination from  the testing room
•  Tampering with the operation o f the computer or attempting to use it for any function other than 
taking the examination
•  Removing or attempting to  remove scratch paper from the test center
Exit Survey. At the conclusion o f  the examination, you will be asked to complete a brief survey which will 
provide information to help improve the testing process.
Exam ination T ips
Knowledge o f the subject m atter is essential for success on the examination. However, the following are 
some examination taking techniques that may improve your performance.
•  Be punctual. Plan to  arrive at the examination room well in advance o f  the starting time. Allow 
time for any unforeseen delays.
•  To m ain ta in  uniform  exam ination conditions, m echanical and  electronic aids, com puters, 
ru lers, slide rules, an d  calculators are  prohibited. An on-line calculator is included in the 
computer software and can be accessed on the computer screen for each question. Do not bring any 
paper or printed material to  the examination workstation. Scrap paper and pencils will be provided.
•  Budget your tim e. A schedule o f the points for each section appears on the computer and can be 
accessed at any time during the test. These points should be used as a guide in budgeting the time 
to spend on each question.
•  A nsw er all m ultiple-choice and objective-form at other-than-m ultiple-choice questions. All 
multiple choice questions and objective-format other-than-multiple-choice questions should be
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answered because there is no penalty for incorrect answers, and grades are based solely on the total 
number o f  correct answers. Because these questions are computer-graded, no consideration is given 
to comments and calculations pertaining to them. Therefore, comments and calculations should not 
be submitted.
•  Read the  case-study question. Carefully read the entire case-study question to get a general idea 
o f the subject matter being tested, and then reread the question and underscore the pertinent facts 
and data. Some candidates approach a case-study question by reading the requirements first and 
then by reading the situation for the information it contains. This procedure may enable candidates 
to identify the data more rapidly and to classify the information for pertinence.
•  R espond to  the  question. The PFS Examination case-study question is intended to be 
straightforward. Assumptions rarely are necessary. However, when a candidate feels that an 
assumption must be made, the assumption for the case-study question should be stated, together 
with the reasons for i t . An example o f when an assumption must be made is when the answer to the 
estate-planning portion o f a case-study question would be different in the cases o f  common-law and 
community-property states.
Answers should respond directly to the specific question asked and not be broad expositions on the 
subject o f  the case-study question. Do not identify the general subject matter and then state 
everything known about the subject without regard to the specific question. Answers should not 
contain contradictions within themselves. In some cases, when a discussion o f  both sides o f  a 
question is required, make it clear that differing views or opposing arguments are presented.
Use examples freely to illustrate the statements made, but be certain that the examples provide 
logical support or present reasonable applications. Providing well-chosen examples often is a  short 
and easy way o f  expressing an idea or supporting a conclusion. On the other hand, inapplicable 
examples can cast doubt on the candidate's comprehension o f the subject matter.
•  Select the  efficient approach. Selecting an inefficient —  though not necessarily incorrect —  
approach to a question can waste precious time. Before typing or writing the answer, devote some 
tim e to  determine what approach will be used, and then to think through the answer to its 
conclusion. This is a logical use o f time that will ensure maximum credit for both knowledge o f the 
subject matter and professional skill in recognizing and completing the significant part o f the 
answer first.
I f  it appears that there is not enough time to complete a  question, work until the last few minutes 
o f the time budgeted for the question, and then state briefly how the answer should be completed. 
Remember, however, that resorting to explanations rather than completing the answers for a number 
o f questions would probably lead to the conclusion that the candidate was not fully prepared.
•  O rganize answers. After clearly understanding the requirements o f the question and analyzing the
data, organize answers so that they respond directly to the requirements. These questions are 
phrased carefully to elicit specific knowledge. Organizing answers carefully before beginning to 
type or write them in final form will save time, avoid false starts, and aid in producing a coherent 
answer.
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Each principal idea should be the subject o f a  separate paragraph. Follow the rules o f  good 
grammatical construction, and state the principal idea o f  the paragraph in the first sentence. 
Subsequent sentences should present subordinate or supporting concepts or illustrative examples. 
Generally, knowledge is best expressed by employing short paragraphs composed o f short 
sentences. Moreover, short paragraphs, each limited to one principal idea, can better emphasize the 
main points in the answer.
•  P rep are  adequate , concise answers. Answer the question completely. Comprehensive answers 
using proper language need not be lengthy. However, guard against the extremely brief answer that 
is likely to omit important points. Quality and quantity o f  ideas are desired, not quantity o f words. 
Do not repeat the question; this wastes valuable time.
•  Be specific. Be specific so that there can be no doubt about the meaning or reasoning set forth in 
the answer. The grader cannot make any assumptions about the candidate's knowledge.
•  Support your answers. The reasons offered for conclusions may be as important as the conclusions 
themselves. Citing authorities, rather than giving the underlying reasons or supporting logic, is a 
common error.
•  W rite  legibly. I f  you choose to handwrite your answers to the case study questions, your answers 
should be legible and neat in appearance. Extensive underscoring for emphasis o f  major points is 
unnecessary.
Turn in the package containing the scenario for the case-study question and your handwritten essay answer 
book if  you chose to handwrite your responses. This is a secure examination. All examination materials must 
be turned in at the completion o f  the test.
Exam ination G rad ing  and  T est Results
The AICPA’s grading procedures are designed to ensure that all examinations are fairly and uniformly 
graded. Anonymity is preserved throughout the grading process. The only information available to the 
graders is the candidate numbers.
Grading keys are used for the case-study questions. The key lists the concepts tested by the case-study 
question and specifies under what conditions credit will be awarded. The grading key is simultaneously 
developed with the case-study question. The grading keys provide uniform standards to which the graders 
must adhere throughout the grading process. Candidates are not expected to compose perfect solutions under 
examination conditions and can receive full credit for a less-than-perfect solution.
The multiple-choice questions and the objective-format other-than-multiple-choice question are graded by 
computer, and candidates' explanations of their answers are not considered. Statistical controls are used for 
all questions.
A score o f 75 has been set as the passing score for the examination. All examination papers that are close 
to the passing score after the first grading are regraded a second time. The results o f  the examination are 
mailed within four months o f  the examination.
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After Passing the Examination
After passing the examination, you must submit, within six months, six references to substantiate your PFP 
experience. Three references must be from clients and three from other professionals, including CPAs, with 
whom you have previously worked. Only one o f the latter references can be from a CPA within your own 
firm. You should allow these references to complete the reference forms themselves rather than preparing 
completed forms and presenting them for signature. I f  a question about your references arises, the AICPA 
will contact you directly to resolve the issue.
After your references are reviewed and accepted, you will receive a PFS certificate and pin, and will be 
eligible to  use the PFS accreditation in compliance with the rules o f  the state in you practice. Y our state 
society also will be notified that you have been designated as a Personal Financial Specialist.
I f  you fails to submit your references within the six-month period your examination score will be invalidated 
and you will have to  retake and pass the examination in order to obtain the PFS accreditation.
REACCREDITATION REQUIREMENTS
To maintain the PFS accreditation, you must pay an annual reaccreditation fee and recertify your 
accreditation every three years. To do so, he or she must —
1. Be a member in good standing o f the AICPA.
2. Have a valid and unrevoked CPA certificate issued by a legally constituted state authority.
3. Have at least 750 hours o f experience in personal financial planning over the preceding three years. 
Experience must be in each o f the following areas:
•  Personal financial planning process
•  Personal income-tax planning
•  Risk-management planning
•  Investment planning
•  Retirement planning
•  Estate planning
4. Have taken at least seventy-two hours o f financial planning courses in prescribed disciplines every 
three years. Self-study courses are limited to 33 1/3 percent o f the total hours.
5. Submit a  written statement o f intent to continue to comply with all the requirements for 
reaccreditation.
6. Submit a completed internal practice review questionnaire (IPRQ), as amended from tim e to  time. 
The questionnaire asks the PFS practitioner to provide information to determine whether he or she 
has met the reaccreditation requirements. The PFS practitioner agrees to submit supporting data, 
including work papers, for external review o f personal financial planning activities upon request. 
A Sample IPRQ is included at Exhibit D.
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If  reaccreditation requirements are not met, your accreditation ceases and all initial requirements, including 
examination, must again be met to regain accreditation. A waiver may be requested and will be granted if, 
in the sole judgment o f  the AICPA, there is justification because o f  extreme hardship or extraordinary 
circumstances.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information about the PFS program contact the AICPA Personal Financial Planning Division by 
calling 1-800-862-4272, option #5 or writing AICPA, Personal Financial Planning Division, 1211 Avenue 
o f  the Americas, New York, NY 10036-8775.
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EXHIBIT A
PFS EXAMINATION CONTENT SPECIFICATION OUTLINE
I. Professional Responsibilities (5%)
A. Regulatory
1. Securities Act o f 1933 and the 
Securities Exchange Act o f 1934
2. Investment Advisers Act o f 1940
3. General concepts o f state regulation
B. Professional standards —  AICPA
1. Authoritative
a. Code o f Professional Conduct
b. Statements on Standards for 
Accounting and Review Services 
(Statements 1-7)
c. Personal Financial Statements 
Guide
d. Guide for Prospective Financial 
Statements
e. Statement on Standards for 
Consulting Services
2. Nonauthoritative
a. Statements on Responsibilities in 
Tax Practice (Statements 1-8)
b. Statements on Responsibilities in 
Personal Financial Planning 
Practice (Statements 1-5)
II. Personal Financial Planning Process (20%)
A. The financial planner as a generalist
B. Elements o f  the process
1. Defining engagement objectives
2. Planning the engagement
3. Performing analyses to develop 
and support recommendations and 
planning decisions
4. Documenting the planning process
5. Reporting o f recommendations and 
advice
6. Coordinating the implementation 
o f  the client's financial planning 
decisions
7. Monitoring the c lien t's progress in 
achieving goals
8. Assisting the client to revise 
planning decisions
C. Time value o f money calculations
D. Practice management, including 
engagement letters
E. Establishing financial objectives and 
identifying constraints
1. Qualitative issues
a. Client goals
b. Life cycle considerations
c. C lient's personality, health and 
preferences
d. Time horizon
e. Other
2. Quantitative issues
a. Financial statement analysis
b. Cash flow planning and 
budgeting
c. Business considerations
d. Financial independence, 
including retirement
e. Current income and spending 
patterns
f. Other income or cash flow 
sources
III. Personal Income Tax Planning (15%)
A. Fundamental rules
1. Filing status
2. Dependency exemptions
3. Nontaxable and partially taxable 
income
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4. Deductible and nondeductible 
expenses
5. Tax credits
6. Other, such as taxation o f  social 
security and children under 
fourteen
7. Alternative minimum tax
B. Income splitting
1. Incorporating
a. Subchapter C corporations
b. Subchapter S corporations
2. Interest free loans
3. Private annuities
4. Employing spouse or children and 
FICA taxes
5. Family partnerships
6. Installment sales to heirs
7. Gifts and trusts
8. Assignments o f  income rules
C. Employee fringe benefits planning
D. Retirement tax planning
1. Deferred compensation
2. Stock options
3. Qualified plans, including Keoghs 
and SEPs
4. IRAs
5. Distributions and rollovers
E. Charitable contributions
1. Limitations
2. Property donations
3. Charitable trusts
4. Bargain sales to charities
F. Income and deduction timing
1. Capital gains and losses
2. Original issue discount
3. Net operating losses
4. Passive income and losses
5. Interest expense classification
6. Itemized deduction limitations
G. Divorce considerations
1. Property settlement rules
2. Alimony, child support, and 
property payments
3. Dependency exemption
4. Retirement plan asset division
H. Bankruptcy or insolvency
IV. Risk Management Planning (15%)
A. Methods o f  handling risk
B. Needs analysis
C. Life insurance
1. Types
2. Uses
a. Life insurance trust
b. Key man insurance
c. Buy-sell agreement funding
d. Split-dollar arrangements
e. Minimum deposit issues
f. Charitable giving
g. Other, such as cash fund, 
education fund, and 
estate-clearance fund
3. Beneficiary designations
D. Annuities
1. Immediate vs. deferred annuities
2. Flexible annuities
3. Rollovers, withdrawals, and 
distributions
E. Disability insurance
1. Policy definitions
2. Exclusions
3. Waiting periods and duration o f 
benefits
4. Partial disability benefits and 
qualification periods
F. Property and casualty insurance
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1. Homeowner’s insurance
2. Automobile insurance
3. Other property insurance
4. Umbrella insurance
G. Health insurance
1. Basic, major medical, and 
comprehensive insurance
2. Medicare
3. Health maintenance organizations 
(HMOs) and preferred provider 
organizations (PPOs)
4. Long-term health care
5. Other types
H. Professional liability insurance
I. Interrelationship o f  business and 
personal risks
J. Tax implications o f insurance
V. Investment planning (15%)
A. General considerations about clients
1. Risk tolerance
2. Liquidity
3. Cash flows to and from investment
4. Tax implications
5. Maturity
6. Diversification
7. Collateralization
8. Growth
9. Need for income
10. Marital and family status
11. L ife  cycle
12. Time horizon
13. Monitoring
B. Investment considerations
1. Investment risks
a. Systematic risk
b. Unsystematic risk
c. Quantifying risk and return
2. Investment preferences
a. Safety of principal
b. Growth
c. Cash flow (income)
d. Total return
e. Tax benefits
3. Asset allocation
a. Asset categories and mix
b. Economic considerations
4. Investment strategies
a. Diversification
b. Buy and hold
c. Dollar cost averaging
d. Market timing
e. Value averaging
f. Leveraging
g. Hedging
h. Index fluids
1. Maturity selection
5. Forms o f  ownership
6. Tax implications
C. Record-keeping requirements
D. Cash and cash equivalents
1. Money market instruments
2. Passbook savings accounts
3. Certificates o f  deposit
4. Other
E. Fixed income
1. U.S. government securities
a. Treasury bills, notes, and bonds
b. Zero-coupon bonds
c. Other
2. Bonds
a. Municipal bonds
b. Corporate bonds
c. Bond funds
d. Zero-coupon bonds
e. Other, such as savings bonds 
and commercial paper
3. Mortgage-backed securities and 
REMICs
F. Equity investments
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1. Common stock
2. Preferred stock
3. Stock options
4. Commodity futures
5. Stock index futures
6. Foreign equities
7. Warrants
8. Convertible securities
G. Mutual funds
H. Real estate
1. Commercial real estate
2. Residential real estate
3. Real estate investment trusts
I. Other types o f  investments
1. Equipment leasing
2. Research and development
3. Energy
4. Limited partnerships and 
investment trusts
5. Insurance products
6. Others
a. Precious metals
b. Options
c. Futures
d. Collectibles and physical assets
VI. Retirement Planning (15%)
A. Determining cash needed
B. Retirement plans
1. Types
a. IRAs
b. Qualified plans
c. Nonqualified plans
d. Pension versus profit-sharing
e. Social security
2. Limits on contributions and 
benefits
3. Methods o f distribution and their 
taxation
4. Qualified plan investments
5. Beneficiary designations
6. Plan loan provisions
C. Tax and economic considerations
1. Tax advantaged funding
2. Creating and protecting retirement 
assets
3. Identifying present asset base
4. Insurance, including supplemental 
medical coverage
5. State income and death taxes
D. Noneconomic considerations
1. Relocation
2. Second career, training
3. Activities
4. Life expectancy
5. Other
VII. Estate Planning (15%)
A. Property ownership and asset titling
1. Split income property ownership
2. Pros and cons o f  jointly held assets
B. Determining cash needed
1. Federal estate tax calculations
2. State death taxes
3. Other liquidity needs
C. Probate estate
1. Advantages
2. Disadvantages
D. Tools and techniques
1. Wills
2. Intestacy
3. Instruction letters
4. Gifts
a. Annual exclusion unified 
credits
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b. Present versus future interests
c. Generation-skipping tax
d. Gifts to dependents
e. Gifts to charities
5. Trusts
a. Intervivos and testamentary
b. Revocable and irrevocable
c. Charitable
d. Life insurance
e. QTIP
f. Qualified domestic
6. Life insurance
7. Marital deduction
8. Living wills and durable powers o f 
attorney
9. Other, such as beneficiaries and 
alternatives
E. Disclaimers and responsibility to 
inform on a timely basis
F. Closely-held business issues
1. Valuation issues
2. Family succession planning
3. Active vs. nonactive owners
4. Equitable vs. equal distribution
5. Buy-sell agreements
6. Estate freeze techniques
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EXHIBIT B
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Multiple Choice Questions
Part I  o f  the PFS Examination will consist o f  approximately 100 multiple-choice questions and will be worth 
100 points. Because Part I  is 50 percent o f  the total grade fo r  the PFS Examination, each o f  the follow ing  
examples o f  a  multiple-choice question would be 0.5 percent o f  the total grade fo r  the PFS Examination.
1. Which o f the following statements regarding the performance o f  personal financial planning services 
by a CPA is (are) correct?
I. Exercise due professional care in the performance o f  professional services.
II. Adequately plan and supervise the performance o f professional services.
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.
2. Barriers that make it difficult for a client to formulate personal financial plans include which o f  the 
following?
I. Psychological makeup o f  client.
II. Variety and complexity o f  client needs.
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.
3. Which o f the following statements concerning personal financial planning is correct?
a. It is a process that is limited to focusing on clients' quantitative circumstances.
b. It is a nonthreatening, nonstressful experience for clients to identify and prioritize their objectives.
c. It avoids involving clients in the decision-making process that affects their financial well-being.
d. It requires time spent in educating and counseling clients as to available courses o f action.
4. Winston owns a home with a fair market value o f  $250,000. Winston's acquisition indebtedness is 
$190,000. What amount o f new home equity indebtedness can Winston incur and have all o f  the home 
equity interest be deductible?
a. $ 60,000
b. $100,000
c. $187,000
d. $190,000
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5. Which o f  the following types o f property used in a like-kind exchange will result in the deferral o f  
long-term gains?
I. Business inventory.
II. Professional sports franchise.
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.
6. A client has an unendorsed homeowners HO-3 policy and a personal auto insurance policy. Which o f 
the following circumstances would cause you to recommend that the client consider modifying the 
insurance coverage?
a. The client’s six-year-old child throws a stone through a neighbor’s window.
b. The client purchases a thirty-foot sailboat.
c. The client's detached garage is damaged when a  tree limb falls on the roof.
d. The client borrows your automobile to drive to the bank to cash a check.
7. A client is considering the purchase o f a listed stock. The stock sells for $28 per share on an organized 
exchange but the client wants to place a buy order at $25. The client is placing a  —
a. Limit order
b. Stop-loss order
c. M arket order
d. Call order
8. Which o f  the following actions will minimize the possibility that the IRS will consider a controlling 
shareholder to be in constructive receipt o f  compensation under a  deferred-compensation arrangement?
a. Use an independent plan trustee.
b. Provide for the forfeiture o f  benefits on termination prior to retirement
c. Name the shareholder as annuitant i f  an annuity is used to fund the plan.
d. Name the shareholder as beneficiary if  life insurance is used to fund the plan.
9. Which o f  the following statements concerning the tax on excess distributions from a pension plan is 
(are) correct?
I. Early withdrawals from individual retirement accounts (IRAs) may have the effect o f  minimizing 
the excess-distributions tax since the period over which the distributions will be received is 
lengthened.
II. When applied to a lump-sum distribution from a pension plan, the excess-distributions tax is 
assessed against the total amount o f the distribution.
a. I only
b. II only
c. Both I and II
d. Neither I nor II
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10. A client desires to write a codicil that would establish a pour-over trust provision to the clients will. For 
this to be an effective planning procedure, the client must also —
a. Revoke all prior wills and have a  new will prepared.
b. Have an inter-vivos trust in place prior to executing the codicil.
c. Use the same witnesses to the codicil as were used for the original will.
d. Obtain the written consent o f  beneficiaries o f the current will.
The difficulty level o f  the preceding multiple-choice questions should not be construed to represent the 
difficulty level o f  the PFS Examination.
Objective-Format Other-Than-Multiple-Choice Question
In Part I I  o f  the PFS Examination, there will be several objective-format other-than-multiple-choice 
questions, which will be worth approximately 50 points. Since this portion o f  Part I I  is approximately 25 
percent o f  the total grade fo r  the PFS Examination, the follow ing example o f  an objective-format 
other-than-multiple-choice question, which is worth eight points, would be 4 percent o f  the total grade fo r  
the PFS Examination.
Items 21 through 30 are based on the following: An individual investor often uses several strategies to 
achieve his or her investment objectives. In many cases more than one investment instrument can be used 
to implement the strategy. Match each investment statement with one o f the following investment strategies. 
A strategy may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
Investment Statements: Investment Strategies:
21. Use modem portfolio theory to create a A. Diversification
portfolio consisting o f  10 to 15 stocks. B. Buy and hold
22. An investment strategy that minimizes C. Dollar cost averaging
transactions costs. D. Market timing
23. A periodic investment strategy that makes no E. Value averaging
recommendations as to when portfolio F. Leveraging
restructuring should take place. G. Hedging
24. Identifying the current state o f  the H. Index Funds
economy/market and assessing the likelihood I. Maturity selection
o f its continuing on its present course. J. Investing in a family o f  funds
25. Buying call options and warrants.
26. Investment portfolio designed to match that
o f the market.
27. Selecting bonds based on the shape o f  the 
yield curve.
28. Using margin in the purchase o f securities.
29. Facilitates the strategy o f asset allocation.
30. Buying stock market futures.
The difficulty level o f  the preceding illustrative questions and the number o f  questions derived from  the 
example should not be construed to represent the difficulty level o f  the PFS Examination or the scope and  
number o f  questions that are developed from  a  factual setting.
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Case Study
In Part I I  o f  the P F S Examination, there will be a case study worth approximately 50 points. Because this 
portion o f  Part I I  is approximately 25 percent o f  the total grade fo r  the PFS Examination, the follow ing  
example o f  a  case study, which is worth 50 points, would be 25 percent o f  the total grade fo r  the PFS  
Examination. Using the 50 points as a  guide in budgeting the time fo r  a case study, a  candidate should spend  
approximately one and one-half hours to answer this case study.
Each case study on the PFS Examination tests from  the following areas o f  the Content Specification Outline: 
Personal Financial Planning Process; Personal Income Tax Planning; Risk Management Planning; 
Investment Planning; Retirement Planning; and Estate Planning.
Facts for the Sullivan Case
Chet Sullivan has just been offered an enticing job  that he wants to accept. He has called you for advice on 
certain aspects o f  the job offer, his present situation, and future financial concerns.
Chet is 52 years old. He has successfully run his own business, Comco, Inc., for the past 14 years. Chet's 
w ife Sybil, age 49, is extremely active in their church and does considerable volunteer work for other 
charitable organizations. Their 26 year-old daughter, Sally, lives at home. She did not go to college, and 
works as a beautician. She has been talking with Chet lately about opening her own beauty shop.
Sybil's mother, age 79, still lives in the old homestead. However, because o f the decline in interest rates her 
investments no longer provide an adequate income level. Therefore, Chet has been sending her about $500 
per month during the past two years. Sybil's mother has had some recent problems with arthritis. Because 
o f  this she is thinking o f  selling the house and moving into a small apartment or condominium. Chet thinks 
she should move into a nursing home. The cash from the sale o f the house could be used for the entrance fee 
to a  home.
Sybil's father passed away 15 years ago. In his will, he established a testamentary trust naming Sybil as 
beneficiary with a  general power o f appointment The explicit purpose o f the trust was to provide money to 
pay for Sally's education. He also gave directly to Sybil a pewter collection that was then valued at $60,000 
and a porcelain collection that was valued at $50,000.
Both o f  Chet's parents died 30 years ago in an automobile accident Although they had never been considered 
wealthy, they did leave a sizeable inheritance to Chet. The value o f the assets that Chet received has been 
depleted by events such as the purchase o f their first home and the start-up costs for Comco, Inc. When the 
stock market dropped in October 1987, Chet panicked somewhat and moved all remaining investment funds 
into Treasury notes and two bond mutual funds.
The Sullivan's residence is an older home that sits on 2.2 acres in a desirable suburb. Although they have no 
intention o f selling the home, they recently had a Realtor appraise its market value, which was $350,000. The 
personal property, other than the pewter and porcelain, contained in the home is valued at about $80,000. 
The Sullivan's have a homeowners form HO-3 with $250,000 on the dwelling. There are no special 
endorsements on this policy.
The Sullivans own two cars. However, if  Chet accepts the new job, they expect to give Sally the older one 
to replace her eight year old car that was a gift for her high school graduation. The Sullivan's personal auto
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policy includes all the usual coverage, but does not have any special modifying endorsements. Sally has her 
own auto insurance.
Chet has life insurance in the amount o f $300,000, with Sybil as beneficiary. Sally has $25,000 with Chet 
as beneficiary. The Sullivans have group medical benefits that are provided through Chet's business. There 
is no disability income insurance.
Additional information about Chet and Sybil Sullivan's current financial situation is as follows:
Assets
Checking account $ 10,000
Savings account 40,000
Real estate 350,000
Personal property 80,000
Pewter 100,000
Porcelain 100,000
Autos 25,000
Life insurance CSV 75,000
Pension 125,000
Bond portfolio 150,000
Treasury notes 50,000
Trust account 110,000
Value o f  business 600,000
Liabilities
Credit card and other short-term debt $ 15,000
Chet is now president and sole owner o f ComCo, Inc., a small firm that sets up systems for improving 
communications within businesses. Chet started the business with a capital infusion o f  $200,000 fourteen 
years ago. He currently owns all o f  the stock in the business which was just recently valued at $600,000. 
There are only seven employees at ComCo, with Perry Loman as the key person among this group. Perry 
has been with Chet for 12 years, is a very effective performer, and has always been well received by 
ComCo's clients. When Chet received the job offer he took Perry aside and asked if  he would be interested 
in buying the firm. Perry is very excited about the prospect, but has indicated that he could come up with no 
more than $150,000 toward the purchase price o f $600,000.
Prior to forming ComCo, Chet worked for a  firm that is now called Integrated Communication Systems 
(ICS). George, who was general manager o f ICS when Chet worked there, recently was elected its president. 
George and Chet have been close friends for many years, so it is no surprise that Chet has been offered the 
position o f vice president and general manager at ICS. Chet shares with you the following list o f  benefits 
that are included in the employment package in addition to an annual salary o f  $120,000.
•  Participation in the company employee benefit package that includes group term life in the amount 
o f two-times annual salary, the selection o f either a major medical insurance plan or an HMO, and 
immediate participation in the regular company pension plan
•  Company fu rn ished auto (a BMW) that Chet and his family could use for their personal purposes
•  Nonqualified deferred compensation plan to augment the pension benefit
•  Stock option plan
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Chet is anxious to accept the ICS offer, but feels he needs a little advice on parts o f  the offer package.
During your visit with Chet you have ascertained that he and Sybil have three objectives that should be 
considered.
1) They want to retire when Chet is 62 and have adequate income to maintain an active lifestyle that 
includes ample opportunity for travel.
2) They believe they have a commitment to assure that Sally has adequate financial support.
3) They want to make sure that Sybil’s mother does not suffer financially during her remaining 
lifetime.
Questions on the Sullivan Case
The 50 points are allocated as fo l lo w s:
Question Points
A -l 6
A-2 3
B -l 5
B-2 6
C -l 3
C-2 4
C-3 3
D 20
A. George has told Chet that there could perhaps be some modification in the employment package offered 
by ICS, if  Chet comes up with alternative ideas. Chet asks for your advice on the nonqualified deferred 
compensation plan (NQDC) and the stock option plan.
1. The NQDC plan will pay Chet $50,000 per year for ten years beginning at age 62, i f  Chet will 
remain at ICS for ten years. There is a provision for the same payments to be made if  Chet should 
die before reaching 62. ICS has proposed that a secular trust be established for the NQDC plan.
a) Briefly describe the features o f  a secular trust, including the federal income tax consequences 
to both the employee and the employer.
b) Given the requirements o f the NQDC and the secular trust, how should the trust be funded? 
Explain why.
c) You state that Chet might want to consider a Rabbi trust rather than a secular trust. W hat is the 
advantage to Chet o f using a  Rabbi trust?
d) Are there any disadvantages to  using a Rabbi trust rather than the secular trust that Chet should 
know about? Explain.
2. The stock option plan offered by ICS is an incentive stock option (ISO) plan that satisfies all 
requirements established by the Internal Revenue Code. Chet is confused by this option plan and 
asks you to explain a couple o f  things. Respond to Chet’s questions.
a) How is the exercise price established for an ISO?
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b) What are the federal income tax consequences to Chet under an ISO, both now and in the 
future?
B. As with the job offer from ICS, Chet seeks your advice on the sale o f his business and the disposition 
o f  the funds that would materialize as a result o f the sale.
1. Perry has indicated a desire to purchase the business from Chet. The major obstacle is the lack o f 
funding to complete the purchase. One technique that can be considered is an installment sale 
arrangement.
a) What are the advantages to Chet if  an installment sale is used for the sale to Perry?
b) Explain the federal income tax treatment to Chet o f  the annual payments he will receive from 
the installment sale. (It is not necessary to use numbers for this explanation.)
c) Although generally limited to family situations, the use o f a private annuity could be an 
acceptable variation o f the installment sale for Chet's estate planning purposes. Explain why.
2. A second problem resulting from the sale o f the business is the question o f  what to do with Chet's 
vested balance in the qualified pension plan at ComCo. Chet understands that it could be left where 
it is, but he thinks he would like to move the money elsewhere.
a) Since the pension plan offered by Integrated Communications Systems offers very little 
flexibility for its participants, Chet plans to roll the ComCo funds into a self-directed IRA. What 
requirements must be met to properly move the funds to such an account?
b) Because o f his current investment portfolio Chet thinks he would like to put the new IRA funds 
in a mutual fund, either a  growth fund or a balanced fund. Contrast these two types o f mutual 
funds.
c) Another alternative that Chet has thought about is to take the funds from the pension plan as a 
lump-sum distribution and purchase a single premium deferred annuity. Discuss the pros and 
cons o f this alternative.
C. Sybil has no real sentimental attachment for the pewter or porcelain collections and would like to 
dispose o f them. A recent appraisal o f these collections resulted in values o f $100,000 for each. Sybil 
would like to make a gift to the church and also provide income for her mother.
1. The Sullivans will donate the entire pewter collection to the church this year.
a) What are the federal income tax consequences to the Sullivans o f this property donation?
b) Are there any gift or estate tax consequences to the Sullivans as a result o f  this gift? Explain.
2. The porcelain collection will be sold for $100,000, and the proceeds placed in an irrevocable trust. 
The terms o f the trust call for the trustee to distribute all the trust income to Sybil's mother for as 
long as she lives. Upon her death the corpus would be distributed to Sally. What are the federal 
income, gift, and estate tax consequences to Chet and Sybil o f this action?
3. The combination o f assets, current income, and the income to be derived by the proposed trust 
would prevent Sybil's mother from qualifying for Medicaid.
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a) Although she is covered by Medicare, are there any reasons why a long-term care (LTC) policy 
should be considered for Sybil's mother? Explain.
b) Assuming that a LTC policy is to be purchased, describe at least three policy provisions that are 
desirable in such policies.
D. Based on the information contained in this case and excluding the financial planning concerns already 
covered in the preceding questions, there are additional financial planning concerns that should be 
relevant to the Sullivans. For each o f  the following topical areas, identify three additional financial 
planning concerns that should be relevant to the Sullivans and explain why each concern is o f  
importance:
•  Estate planning
•  Retirement planning
•  Risk management planning
NO CREDIT WILL BE EARNED FOR ONLY AN IDENTIFICATION OF THE FINANCIAL 
PLANNING ISSUE. CREDIT WILL BE BASED ON YOUR EXPLANATION OF W H Y  EACH 
FINANCIAL PLANNING CONCERN IS OF IMPORTANCE.
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EXHIBIT C
ANSWERS TO  ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
M ultiple Choice Questions
The answer to each o f the preceding multiple choice questions and the area o f the Content Specification 
Outline that is being tested are as follows:
1. c (Area I — Professional Responsibilities)
2. c (Area II — Personal Financial Planning Process)
3. d (Area II — Personal Financial Planning Process)
4. a (Area III — Personal Income-Tax Planning)
5. b (Area III — Personal Income-Tax Planning)
6. b (Area IV — Risk-Management Planning)
7. a (Area V — Investment Planning)
8. b (Area VI — Retirement Planning)
9. d (Area VI — Retirement Planning)
10. b (Area VII -- Estate Planning)
Objective-Format Other-Than-Multiple-Choice Questions
21. A (Diversification)
22. B (Buy & hold)
23. C (Dollar cost averaging)
24. D (Market timing)
25. F (Leveraging)
26. H (Index funds)
27. I (Maturity selection)
28. F (Leveraging)
29. J (Investing in a family o f  funds)
30. G (Hedging)
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Case Study Questions
A. 1. a) The secular trust, although set up by the employer (ICS in this case), is treated as if  it were a 
grantor trust. Because any funds transferred to the trust for Chet's benefit would be immediately 
vested in Chet, he would be currently taxable on those funds as if  they were salary. If  ICS did 
not withhold on the contributions to the trust, Chet would have to come up with the cash to pay 
the tax when he filed his return for the year o f  the contribution. During the term o f the trust, any 
income or gains realized by the trust would be treated as Chet's income and be subject to tax. 
This is true even though Chet received no proceeds from the trust's activities. Again, Chet would 
have to generate the cash to pay any taxes due without having any cash flowing to cover the tax 
payments.
The above negative tax results are the price Chet has to pay to move the assets beyond the reach 
o f ICS's creditors. ICS benefits from this set-up because it receives a deduction for the payments 
to the trust. ICS cannot retrieve the funds to use in the business or to pay its creditors.
b) A life insurance policy on Chet's life, especially a  policy that has the potential for a rapid 
internal build up, such as a variable or universal life, could be purchased by ICS and used to 
fund the trust. ICS should retain the ownership in the policy so that the income the insurance 
policy earns is not currently taxed to Chet. It is possible that Chet will still have income to the 
extent o f the premium paid on the policy used to fund the trust. However, this would be a much 
smaller amount than it would be if  cash rather than insurance were used for the funding. One 
further consideration: using insurance does have the feature o f providing funds on the 
termination o f the trust, or if Chet should die, a  death benefit that would probably be much 
larger in size than the life benefit.
In the alternative, ICS could fund the trust with tax exempt assets, such as municipal bonds. 
Under this scenario, the contribution o f the asset to  the trust would generate income for Chet, 
although any further earnings would not be subject to  tax.
c) I f  a  rabbi trust is established, Chet does not have the income tax complications outlined above. 
However, the assets used to fund the trust can be reached by ICS's creditors. The drawback o f 
a rabbi trust to ICS is that the contributions are not currently deductible.
d) There are disadvantages to Chet Because a rabbi trust is not vested, ICS creditor’s can reach the 
trust assets (see (c) above). This removes some o f  the "safety net" that a secular trust would 
provide. However, because Chet has intimate knowledge o f  ICS, he would be able to hazard an 
educated guess as to the possibility o f ICS running into financial difficulties. There is a  bit o f  
give and take here: exchanging safety for tax advantages. It is a decision Chet would have to 
make.
A. 2. a) Under the rules for establishing an ISO the exercise price for the stock cannot be less that the 
fair market value o f the stock on the grant date.
b) When the ISO is granted, if it meets the statutory requirements, there are no current tax 
consequences. However, when Chet sells the stock, assuming he exercised his ISO rights, there 
would be capital gain or loss at the time o f  sale. The gain or loss would be measured by the 
selling price less the exercise price. Also, if Chet held the underlying stock for the appropriate
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period o f time, the capital gain or loss would be long term. There is, however, possible 
alternative minimum tax exposure to the extent that the fair market value o f the underlying stock 
exceeded the exercise price at the time o f exercise, or when any substantial risk o f  forfeiture is 
extinguished, or when the stock becomes freely transferable. If  Chet is subject to the investment 
interest limitation, any net capital gain can be used to absorb the investment interest.
B. 1. a) Because Perry is a desired purchaser for the business who cannot raise the full purchase price 
up front, using the installment method would facilitate a sale to Perry. In addition, because the 
sale would be over a period o f  time, Chet would receive interest, at a rate at least equal to market 
rate, which could possibly increase the value o f the deal. A tax benefit Chet would receive is that 
the gain from the sale o f  the business would be realized over the term o f  the installment contract. 
This would reduce the immediate tax impact o f realizing all o f  the gain in the year o f  the sale. 
However, if  at some time during the term o f the installment sale Chet finds it to his advantage 
to realize all o f  the gain from the sale in one year, for example if  he sustained a deductible loss 
or had a year with little or no income, he can elect out o f the installment method.
b) The payments Chet would receive under the installment contract have three components. First 
there would be a return o f  his basis in the business. Next there would be a realization o f a pro 
rata share o f the gain on the sale. Last, there would be an interest factor, which would have to 
be a market interest rate or equivalent. I f  the interest charged is not at a market rate, the IRS 
would readjust the other two components o f the payments so that the interest component would 
reflect a market rate.
c) I f  a  private annuity alternative is used, all payments to Chet would stop on his death and there 
would be no further estate tax ramifications. Under an installment sale, the underlying note 
would still be a valid obligation, now owned by the estate. Thus, the estate would increase in 
size by the value o f  the note. In addition, there could be income in respect o f a  decedent, 
depending on the timing o f the death and the installment payments.
B. 2. a) To avoid any problems, Chet should create a  separate "rollover" IRA to receive the proceeds o f 
the qualified pension plan. In addition, to avoid any withholding (currently at a  20% rate) the 
transfer to the IRA should be made directly from the trustee o f the pension plan to  the trustee 
o f the rollover IRA.
b) A growth mutual fund's objective is capital appreciation. This is generally achieved by investing 
in stocks or other securities that promise long-term growth and capital gains. Because the stocks 
and securities invested in generally show above average growth potential they usually offer little 
in the way o f dividends or other current income.
A  balanced mutual fund has as its objectives the preservation o f the investment, current income, 
and a increase in both principal and income. This type o f fund invests in common stocks, 
preferred stocks, and debt instruments.
c) I f  Chet were to invest in a single premium deferred annuity, the advantages would be that there 
would be a guaranteed income and the investment in the annuity (cash) grows tax deferred. That 
is, any income earned by the annuity is not taxable until it is paid out to Chet.
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The negatives o f  the single premium deferred annuity is that the immediate lump-sum 
distribution (that is the cashing in o f the pension) is taxed currently. This results in fewer dollars 
available to purchase the annuity. I f  the funds were rolled over into an IRA the full amount 
would be available to grow tax deferred until it was time to receive the payout o f the IRA. At 
that time there would be more dollars available to purchase an annuity and the tax would be 
spread out over the receipt o f the annuity.
C. 1. a) On making a gift o f  the pewter to the church, Sybil would receive a charitable deduction for the 
gift limited to the basis in the pewter, which is $60,000. This is less than the collections current 
fair market value. Also the gift is one o f tangible personal property whose use is not related to 
the purpose o f the church. This brings in other limitations. The deduction is limited to 50% o f 
adjusted gross income, any excess benefiting from a 5-year carryover.
b) There is no gift tax payable at the time o f the gift. The advantage is that by making the gift, 
Sybil’s estate is reduced by the $100,000 fair market value o f  the pewter collection, which 
should result in a lowering o f the potential estate tax payable on death.
C. 2. a) A capital gain tax would be payable on the gain from the sale ($100,000 less $60,000 [basis]).
The present value o f  Sally’s remainder interest has to be actually valued using the IRS tables 
($100,000 minus a remainder factor) and included in the Sullivan's gift tax return. Furthermore, 
because the gift to Sally is a  gift o f  a  future interest it does not qualify for the annual $10,000 
exclusion.
The gift to Sybil's mother is a  gift o f  a present interest that qualifies for the annual exclusion for 
Sybil o f $10,000 and another $10,000 if  Chet joins in the g ift The value o f  the gift to Sybil's 
mother is $100,000 less the value o f the remainder interest that Sally has.
To the extent Sybil has an unused unified estate and gift tax credit it can be applied to both gifts. 
In addition there is an estate tax benefit in that Sybil's estate is reduced by the fair market value 
($100,000) o f the property given, potentially reducing any estate tax that might be due at some 
future date.
C. 3. a) With somebody o f  Sybil's mother’s age, consideration has to be given to the possibility o f the 
need for custodial care. Medicare does not cover custodial care (or nursing home stays o f long 
duration). Thus a long-term care policy could prevent the dissipation o f assets that would 
otherwise have to be spent for care costs. These problems are magnified for a person o f  Sybil's 
mother's age.
b) Among the provisions that a long-term care policy should have are a description o f  the level o f 
care to be given (that is, will it be skilled nursing care, intermediate level care or merely 
custodial care). Another important provision is whether there is a requirement o f hospitalization 
before the policy takes effect. A third provision is inflation protection: is there a COLA or other 
provision in the policy to accommodate rising costs. Other provisions that should be considered 
are: pre-existing conditions, waiting period for benefits, renewability (guaranteed), benefit 
period (lifetime?), cost, exclusions, and other acceptable provisions.
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D. E state  Planning:
1. There is no indication that Chet and Sybil have wills. This should be investigated. If  they in fact do 
not have wills, they should be encouraged to execute wills. It should be explained to them that it 
would be possible through their wills to provide protection for both Sally and Sybil's mother. In 
addition, by naming an executor and providing that no bond be required, there is an immediate cash 
saving. Also, because of the special situations o f Sally and Sybil's mother, an intestacy could cause 
major problems providing for both o f  them. This creates the potential for larger legal fees.
2. There is also no indication o f the ownership o f  the house and the other personal property (save 
Sybil's collections). It is important to determine how the house and the other personal property is 
owned. Care has to be taken that the property doesn't end up increasing either Chet's or Sybil's 
estate to the point that it creates additional estate taxes.
3. I f  Chet does go through with the Incentive Stock Option, he should provide for its disposition in his 
will. This could be a major asset o f  his estate and careful consideration should be given to its 
disposition.
4. Sybil is the beneficiary o f a trust that will fall into her estate because she has a  general power o f 
appointment that is not limited by an ascertainable standard. Some consideration should be given 
to ending the trust by using the trust corpus to fund Sally’s business. This would seem to be within 
Sybil's father’s intention because Sally is not going to college, yet she would need financial 
assistance for her new business. Failure on Sybil's part to act will only build up her estate and can 
result in unnecessary estate tax liability. Therefore, every effort should be made to bring the trust 
to an end.
R etirem en t Planning:
1. At the present juncture, there has been no planning to provide for objective 1: Retirement at 62, 
active life style and funds for travel. The projected cash flow potential o f Chet’s and Sybil's assets 
should be determined for ten years hence. Doing this would provide a basis from which planning 
decisions regarding investments; sale o f  the business; gifts to charity; and gifts to Sally and Sybil's 
mother could be better determined.
2. Consideration should be given to the integration o f Social Security into the retirement planning 
equation. Chet is planning on retiring at 62, which means reduced Social Security payments and 
reduction for earned income. Because Sybil is three years younger than Chet consideration has to 
be given to the impact o f her age on the eventual receipts from Social Security.
3. W hile it is known that ICS has a pension plan, there is no indication o f what it will be worth to 
Chet. This is an important consideration for Chet both for his retirement planning and in deciding 
whether to sell his business. In his own business he controls the plan; that is, within the limits set 
by statute he can max out contributions. But at ICS, he would not have that control.
R isk  M anagem ent:
1. In reviewing Chet and Sybil's insurance protection one o f the possible glaring omissions is not 
having specific coverage o f the pewter and china collections. The two collections have more than
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ordinary value and yet there is no specific coverage in the standard HO-3 policy. Although some 
o f the loss o f  the collections could be covered in the case o f  fire, there really is no protection against 
theft or incidental breakage. Chet and Sybil should be advised to investigate specific rider coverage 
for the two collections.
2. Chet should be advised to look into disability coverage. He is the only source o f income for the 
household; if  he is disabled his income will stop or be sharply reduced. This would result in the 
need to  liquidate assets to provide for living expenses if  the disability continued for an extended 
period o f  time. Because Chet and Sybil have a fairly good cash position, they could investigate a 
disability insurance policy with a fairly lengthy waiting period. This would substantially lower the 
premium.
3. I f  Chet sells to ICS and receives the car, the auto insurance has to  be looked at carefully. There 
should be assurance that the policy covers the personal use o f the car, which Chet will be allowed 
by his employer, in addition to coverage for the business use o f the car. Chet and ICS should clarify 
who is to  be responsible for providing the insurance and the limits o f  coverage.
4. Chet and Sybil have a substantial estate that is quite solvent. There should be some public liability 
coverage over and above the coverage normally found in a HO-3 policy. Usually the same carrier 
that wrote the HO-3 policy can write an umbrella liability policy for a very reasonable premium. 
This would protect Chet and Sybil from being wiped out in the event o f  a major auto accident or 
other event for which they would be liable.
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EXHIBIT D
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
PERSONAL FINANCIAL SPECIALIST DESIGNATION PROGRAM  
INTERNAL PRACTICE REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 
JANUARY 1, 1994 - DECEMBER 3 1 ,  1996
Please print or type, and return by February 1, 1997, to AICPA, PFS Accreditation Program, 1211 Avenue 
o f  the Americas, New York, N Y  10036-8775.
Section A: Member Profile
1. Name __________________________________________________ AICPA Membership # _________________
Firm or Organization ___________________________________________________________________________
Business Address_______________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________________ State ________________ Zip Code ______________
Business Telephone (______ )_______________________ Fax Number (______ )__________________________
Home Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________________ State ________________ Zip Code ______________
Home Telephone (______)_________________________________
2. Correspondence should be sent to: □  Business □  Home
3. Telephone number for use in PFS promotional lists: □  Business □  Home
4. Are you a member of the AICPA PFP Division? □  Yes □  No
5. Which of the following designations do you hold? (Check all that apply.)
□  CFP (Certified Financial Planner)
□  ChFC (Chartered Financial Consultant)
□  JD (Juris Doctor)
□  Other ______________________________
(please specify)
□  CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst)
□  CLU (Chartered Life Underwriter)
□  Masters Degree _______________________
(please specify)
Section B: Reaccreditation Requirements
1. Are you a member in good standing in the AICPA? □  Yes □  No
2. Is your state CPA certificate valid?__________________  □  Yes □  No
State C ertified___________________
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3. During the period covered by this questionnaire, did you provide at least 750 hours o f personal 
financial planning services to clients?
□  Yes □  No
Note: Your PFP experience must encompass all o f  the following disciplines:
•  Personal financial planning process •  Estate planning
•  Risk management planning •  Personal income tax planning
•  Retirement planning •  Investment planning
4. During the period covered by this questionnaire, did you complete at least 72 hours of continuing 
professional education in the disciplines identified in Question 3?
□  Yes □  No
Note: Self-study courses are limited to 33% percent o f  total credit hours. Submitting a detailed listing 
o f  qualified courses is optional; however, you may be requested to submit this information as evidence 
that all reaccreditation requirements are satisfied.
Section C: Practice Evaluation Summary
1. Are you in compliance with all applicable professional standards in your PFP practice?
□  Yes □  No
2. If  you answered No to Question 1, please explain (attach a separate page if  necessary):
3. Have you been advised of possible violations of any professional standards by the AICPA, your state 
society, or your state board o f accountancy?
□  Yes □  No
4. If  you answered Yes to Question 3, please explain (attach a separate page if necessary):
5. At any time during the period covered by this questionnaire, have you or your firm performed an 
internal review to monitor the quality of your PFP practice?
□  Yes □  No
6. If  you answered yes to question 5, please indicate the period covered by the review and explain any 
corrective actions identified and/or taken as a result of the review (attach a separate page if necessary):
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Section D: Statement o f Intent
To maintain your accreditation as a Personal Financial Specialist, you must submit a written statement o f 
your intent to comply with all reaccreditation requirements, summarized below:
1. Membership in good standing in the AICPA.
2. Payment o f  all annual reaccreditation fees since the date o f initial accreditation.
3. A valid and unrevoked CPA certificate issued by a legally constituted state authority.
4. At least 750 hours o f experience over the three preceding years in personal financial planning 
activities. Experience must be in each o f the following areas:
•  Personal financial planning process •  Personal income tax planning
•  Risk management planning •  Investment planning
•  Retirement planning •  Estate planning
5. At least 72 hours of financial planning courses in prescribed disciplines every three years. Self-study 
courses are limited to 33 1/3 percent of the total courses.
6. A written statement o f intent to continue to comply with all reaccreditation requirements.
7. Completion of an internal practice review questionnaire, as amended from time to time. The 
accredited specialist will agree to submit data for external review of personal financial planning 
activities upon request. The external review will be limited to documentation o f the information 
disclosed in the questionnaire.
8. If reaccreditation requirements are not satisfied, accreditation ceases and all initial requirements, 
including examination, must be met to regain accreditation. However, a waiver may be requested and 
will be granted if there is justification because of extreme hardship or extraordinary circumstances.
Do you agree to comply with these requirements? □  Yes □  No
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Section E: Signature
I hereby certify that the information provided in this IPRQ is true to the best of my knowledge. I 
further certify that I have read the reaccreditation requirements contained in the Statement of Intent 
(Section D) and agree to comply with all reaccreditation requirements.
SIGNATURE DATE
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